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Making Sense of the Bible: 
The New Testament 

Worship Scripture:
John 20: 30-31 and Luke 1:1-4

sermon points to remember

Connect
• What is your favorite story from the 

New Testament and why do you like it? 
• Does this story seem to have anything 

to do with your own life and faith?
• Have you ever thought about how 

reading the letters of Paul were like 
reading someone else’s mail? 

Questions for Reflection and Study 
Read: Mark 12:28-34

Think:
In our message on Sunday it was suggested 
that the Bible “is not for the purpose of in-
formation but transformation.” How do you 
understand the two greatest command-
ments to be transformational? 

Read:  Acts 8:1-3 and Acts 9:1-19

Think:
How was Paul transformed by his encoun-
ter with Jesus? Adam Hamilton suggests in 
his book that there is room to ask questions 
of how to apply the letters to our own lives? 
Would you agree? Why or why not?

additional insight >>>

For Additional Insight
 How to Interpret the Bible The Bible is God’s Word. But some of the interpretations 
derived from it are not. There are many cults and Christian groups that use the Bible, 
claiming their interpretations are correct. Too often, however, the interpretations not 
only differ dramatically but are clearly contradictory.  We need…the guidance of the 
Holy Spirit in interpreting God’s Word….
We need to approach God’s word with care, humility, and reason. Additionally, we 
need…the guidance of the Holy Spirit in interpreting God’s Word. After all, the Bible is 
inspired by God and is addressed to His people. The Holy Spirit helps us to understand 
what God’s word means and how to apply it. On the human level, to lessen the errors 
that come in our interpretations, we need to look at some basic biblical interpretive 
methods.  I’ll list some of the principles in the form of questions. I offer the following 
principles as guidelines for examining a passage.  They are not exhaustive, nor are they 
set in concrete.    
1. Who wrote/spoke the passage and to whom was it addressed?    
2. What does the passage say?    
3. Are there any words or phrases in the passage that need to be examined?    
4. What is the immediate context?    
5. What is the broader context in the chapter and book?    
6. What are the related verses to the passage’s subject and how do they affect the 
understanding of this passage?    
7. What is the historical and cultural background?    
8. What do I conclude about the passage?    
9. Do my conclusions agree or disagree with related areas of Scripture and others who 
have studied the passage?    
10. What have I learned and what must I apply to my life? 
Source:  by Matt Slick at http://carm.org/how-interpret-bible 

 
Final Application:   
Today we invite you to practice the elements of “spiritual reading” (what the Latin-
speaking church called lectio divina). Any child of God can read the Bible this way, 
though no one ever “masters” or “finishes” it. Jesus’ outline of the qualities that lead to 
true happiness (Matthew 5:1-12) is a great passage on which to practice this approach to 
hearing God in the Bible.

•  Start by reading the passage slowly, in inner silence. If you need to, read through it 
again (perhaps in a different translation), waiting to sense when a particular word or 
phrase begins to stand out in your mind.   Then mentally “chew on” that word or phrase. 
Why is it important to you?  Why might the Holy Spirit be focusing your attention on it? 

•  Now pray - talk with God about the reflection you’ve been doing. Be real, be direct, be 
present. Then commit to God that you intend from now on, with God’s help, to live out 
this text in every aspect of your life—your calendar, your checkbook, your eating and 
breathing, your driving, shopping and phone conversations. Think of one or more ways 
to remind yourself of your commitment. 
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